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Abstract 
The spectrum, Sp(cp), of a sentence cp is the set of cardinalities of finite structures which satisfy 
cp. We prove that any set of integers which is in Funcy, i.e. in the class of spectra of first-order 
sentences of type containing only unary function symbols, is also in BIN’, i.e. in the class of 
spectra of first-order sentences of type involving only a single binary relation. 
We give similar results for generalized spectra and some corollaries: in particular, from the 
fact that the large complexity class LJe~~~~~RAM(~n) is included in Func? for unary lan- 
guages (n denotes the input integer), we deduce that the set of primes and many “natural” sets 
belong to BIN ‘. 
We also give some consequences for the image of spectra under polynomials of Q[X]. 
1. Introduction 
Let cp be a first-order sentence (i.e. with no free variable). The spectrum of cp, 
denoted by Sp(cp), is the set of cardinalities of finite structures which satisfy the 
sentence q. Let Spectra denote the class of spectra of all first-order sentences. It has 
been proved that 
NP = Spectra 
holds for the unary representation of integers (see [l 11). 
Such a result establishes the connection between computational complexity and 
finite model theory and permits us, for any property, to study its “complexity” either 
in terms of the machine which recognizes it or in terms of the formula which 
characterizes it. 
So, as soon as we have a good measure of complexity for formulas, we are able to 
translate some computational complexity results into those of finite model theory. For 
example, Pudlak [16] uses the Cook’s hierarchy theorem (see [2]) in order to show 
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that there is a strict hierarchy for spectra. Of course, the inverse translation is possible 
although we do not know any result in computational complexity obtained by this 
way. 
Let Sp(dV) (resp. Sp(dV, arity d)) be the class of spectra of sentences with at most 
d universal quantifiers (resp. with at most d universal quantifiers and predicate 
symbols of arity at most d). Let S be a set of positive integers. We have, for all d b 1 
(see [S, lo]): 
S E NTIME(nd(log n)) + S E Sp(dV) =s S E NTIME(nd(log m2), 
where n is the input integer. This result closely links the degree of the nondeterministic 
time complexity class which recognizes a given property 9 and the required number 
of universal quantifiers for a formula which expresses 9. If we use NRAMs (with only 
successor as operator and uniform cost measure) instead of TM, it yields, for d 2 1 
(see [9, lo]): 
U NTIMERAM (cn”) = Sp (dtl) = Sp(dV, arity d). 
Those results allow us to affirm that the number of quantifiers of a sentence is 
a good measure for the complexity of its spectrum. Furthermore, it gives immediately 
the hierarchy theorem (by Cook’s hierarchy [2]): 
Vd 2 1 Sp(dV) c+ Sp((d + l)V). 
A second way to study spectra complexity is to consider the maximal arity of 
function and relation symbols of formulas. Then, for each d 3 1 (see [9, lo]), 
NTIME (nd log n) E Sp(arity d), 
NTIME(nd) c Sp(arityd, without function symbol), for d 2 2. 
Unfortunately, there are no converse results. For example, we are not able to find 
any nondeterministic time higher bound for the class of spectra of formulas with 
a single binary relation symbol. 
Definition. A directed graph is a finite structure B = (Dom, R) where R is a binary 
relation. Let c be an positive integer. We say that a graph ?3 is of outdegree bounded by 
c if for each x in the domain, the number of elements ywhich satisfy R(x, y) is bounded 
by c. 
Now, let cp be an existential second-order sentence of type Y, i.e. cp is of the form 
3X 1_..3XkY, 
where Y is first-order and the Xi are extra function or relation symbols (Vi < k 
Xi $ F). The generalized spectrum of cp, denoted Ben@(q), is the set of finite F- 
structures which satisfy sentence cp. 
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Denote ~Pnncf(Y) (resp. Welt) the class of generalized spectra of formulas of 
type Y where the extra predicates are at most k function (resp. relation) symbols of 
arity at most i. 
The particular class gel:(F) is sometimes denoted BIN’(Y) (see [S, 133). We 
adopt this notation here. 
Also, BIN’,“(Y) stands for the class of generalized spectra of formula of type 
5 where the extra predicate is a single binary relation symbol all of whose interpreta- 
tions are of outdegree bounded by c. 
Finally, we set 
ZGnc~(Y) = u %unr~(%)), 9?el?(%) = U Belt(%)), 
k20 k20 
BIN’lb”(r) = u BIN’.” (3). 
L-20 
Obviously, for Y = 8 generalized spectrum and spectrum are the same (in this case, 
we write, for example, BIN’ instead of BIN’($)). 
The aim of this paper is to show that on finite structures every existential second- 
order sentence with the second-order quantifiers ranging over unary functions is 
equivalent o an existential second-order sentence with a single second-order quanti- 
fier ranging over binary relations. 
The main result is the following one: 
Theorem 1.1. With the definitions given above, %uncF(F) = BIN’*bO(Y). 
We will only give the proof of the theorem for spectra (the generalized spectra case 
is not more difficult). Talking about spectra, we have as an immediate corollary: 
Corollary 1.2. NTIME(n log n) E BIN ‘, where n is the input integer. 
In particular, it provides another way to show that the set of primes belongs to 
BIN’ (see also [17]). 
We divide our work into three parts. In Section 3, we prove the following proposi- 
tion: 
Proposition 1.3. Let cp be a first-order sentence of type { fl , f2, . . . , fk} where the fi are 
unary function symbols; then there exists afirst-order sentence cp’ qf type {R) where R is 
a binary relation symbol, there exists an integer ik such that, for each positive integer n: 
cp has a model % = (Dom, fl, f2, . . ..fk) of cardinality n ifsq’ has a model 
9 = (Dam, R) of cardinality n and 9s outdegree is bounded by ik. 
In Section 4, we prove the converse result. Finally, as an application, we investigate 
the image of spectra under polynomials of Q[X] (Section 5). 
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2. Definitions 
We will use the usual notation in first-order logic and in model theory. 
A type Y is a finite set of relation and function symbols { V1, .. . , &}. A formula is of 
type Y if all its relation and function symbols are in .Y. 
4 = (Dom, VI, . . . . Vk) denotes a structure consisting of a nonempty set Dom called 
the domain and of relations and functions defined on Dom. For convenience, our 
notation will not distinguish between a relation or function symbol and its intepreta- 
tion. 
The cardinality of a structure is the cardinality of its domain. In this paper, we will 
only consider finite structures. 
Let cp be a sentence. Let A(x) be a formula with only one free variable X. We define 
the relativization (p* for cp by induction on the construction of formulas as follows: if 
cp is atomic, then q4 = rp; else (1 cp)” = l@‘, (cpl A q~)* = cp;’ A cpi. (3x(p)” (also 
denoted (3xA(x))q) becomes 3x(A(x) A q) and (VX(P)~ (also denoted (VxA(x))cp) 
becomes Vx(A (x) -+ cp). 
In the following, f; (for i E N) will denote a unary function symbol. R will be used for 
binary relation. 
3. From unary functions of binary relation 
3.1. First proposition 
Let us begin with the proof of Proposition 1.3 which is the most difficult one too. In 
the following, we will only consider structures with large enough cardinalities. 
We construct three objects: 
l a mapping, which maps every structure 9 = (Dom, fi ,f*, . .., fk) to a structure 
r(9) = (Dom, R) on the same domain; 
l a first-order formula Y(R) over {R} with 2k + 3 free variables ul,ul, . . ..uk. 
v,,a,b,c; 
l for every first-order formula cp over { fi, . . . , fk} a first-order formula cp* over {R} 
(with the same free variables as Y(R)) such that; 
1. for all F, there are ul, vl, . . . . a, b,c such that (r(9),u1, ul, . . . . a, b,c) + Y(R), 
2. If(%,l4l,U, ,*.., a, b,c) + Y(R), for a {R}-structure B and ul, ul, . . . . a, b, c E Y, 
then there is a structure 9 = (Dom, fi, f2, . . . , fk) such that 9 = r(P), 
3. 9 I= cp-(r(W, ~1~~1, . . ..a.b,c)k= v*. 
The expected formula cp’ will be 3u13v1 . ..i’aZlblc Y(R) A ‘p*. 
3.1.1. The construction of the mapping 
Assume 9 = (Dom, fi, f2, . . ..fk) where Dom is of cardinality n. As mentioned 
above, we construct a digraph r(9) = (Dom, R) which encodes 9. 
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Our construction is in two parts. The first one is completely independent of the 
original structure F and would be exactly the same for all structures of size n. We will 
taken into account the specificity of the structure F only in the second part. 
Let ul,ul, . . . . uk,uk,u, b, c be 2k + 3 distinct fixed elements of Dam. With these 
points we define respectively 2k + 3 subsets U1, VI, . . . . V,, V,, A, B, C of Dom by 
(e.g. for V,): for all xEDom\{u,, . . . . c}, x E VloR(x,ul). 
We suppose that U1, VI, . . . . V,, Vk, A, B, C are pairwise disjoint (in fact, we shall 
take lUi[ = ) I$\ = IAl = IBI = ICI >r&l). 
Step 1. We represent Dom in A x B by associating injectively by R a pair (a,, by) of 
A x B to each element y of Dom (arrows pr, and pr2 in Figs. 1 and 2). 
Step 2. We define a bijection from each set VI, VI, . . . , A, B to C (arrows bij of R in 
Figs. 1 and 2). This completes the first part of the construction. 
Now, let us show how we encode J(x) = y: first, we read the representation (a,, b,,) 
of y in A x B induced by step (1). Then, from (a,, b,), we follow bijections of step (2) to 
a (unique) pair (Ui,y,Ui,y) of Vi x K (Vi, Vi are two sets which correspond to the 
function fi). Finally, we associate x by R to Ui,y and Ui,y (arrows f! and f’ in Figs. 1 
and 2). 
In Fig. 1, we give the corresponding construction for three points x,y,z such that 
fi(x) = y and &(x) = z and show how B is defined by b (recall that x E Bo R(x, b)). 
Remark 1. If two elements x1,x2 of Dom have the same image y by h, they will be 
associated by R to the same pair (Ui,y, Vi,,) of Vi x vi. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that the digraph 9 has an outdegree bounded by 2k + 4 
where k is the number of functions of 9 (outdegree 2k + 4 is obtained for elements in 
VI, VI, . . . , A, 4 
3.1.2. Building the formula cp’ of type {R) of Proposition 1.3 
Without loss of generality, assume that all the atomic formulas in q have one of the 
forms J(u) = u or u = u where u and u are variables. The formula rp’ is 
cp’ = 3U13Ul... 3a3b3c A(uI,ul, . . . . b, c) A YO A Yy, A Y2 A Yj A Y4 A cp*, 
where A(ul, ul, . . . . b,c) expresses that 
- Ul,Ul, ..-, a, b, c are pairwise disjoint, 
- for all u, o belonging in {ul, ul, . . . . a,b,c} we have 1 R(u, u), 
and Yyo, .. . . Y4 are defined below. 
Let VI (x) abbreviate R (x, u 1 ), . . . , and let C(x) abbreviate R(x,c); 
Yy,: Vx [(V,(x)+1 VI(x)) A (V,(x)+~Vz(x)) A 1.. A (B(x)+1C(x))] 
“The subsets VI, V,, . . . , A, B, C are pairwise disjoint” 
Remark. A(uI.uI, . . . . a, b,c) implies that (uI,uI, . . . . a, b, c) and U, u VI u . . . u 
A u B u C are disjoint. 
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Fig. 1. The arrows (both full lines and dotted lines) represent the relation R. 
We set 
y* = A y1.x 
XE:U,.V1 . . . . a.5; 
where 
Y 1.x: (~,Ym))(~!xx(x)) W,Y) 
A (~XX(X))(~!Y C(Y)) RkY) 
“There is a one-one correspondence from each set U1, VI, . . . , A, B to C,” 
yyz: ~‘x(JM4)(3DB(P))(~‘CI’N~‘))(‘dD’B(B’)) 
[(R(x,a’) A R(x,/l’))++(C(’ = c( A B’ = p)] 
“Each element x of the domain is associated by R to a unique pair (a,b) of A x B”, 
y3: (V@-44)(VBW))~‘x~Y 
CtR(x, 4 A R(x, P) A R(Y,4 A R(Y,P))+ x = Yl 
“The above construction (from the domain to A x B) is an injection”. 
We set Y4 = At=, ula where 
Yb: VX(3UU~(U))(3U~(U))(VU’Ui(U’))(VU’~(U’)) 
[(R(x,u’) A R(x,u’))++(u’ = u A U’ = u)] 
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“Each element x of the domain is associated by R to exactly one pair (u,u) of 
ui x vi” 
Let Y(R) = d(ul,u,, . . . . b,C) A yyo A VI A y2 A yy, A Y4. 
We obtain ‘p* from cp by replacing each subformula of the form f;(x) = y by the 
following formula (*)i(X, y) (see Fig. 1): 
(3or~(~)(3PB(8))(3YlC(y~))(3Y~C(Y~))(3u~i(u))(3uVi(u)) 
CR(y,4 A WY,~) A R(GYI) A R(B,yz) A NU,YI) A W,Y,) 
A R(x,u) A R(x, u)]. 
3.1.3. Some remarks about YO, ..,, Y4 
Y 0, . . . . Y4 describe syntactically the constraints of the digraph $9 of Section 3.1.1. 
Nevertheless, we have to verify that there is no hidden difficulty and those constraints 
are computable. First, it is easy to see that there is no “double-use” possible. To show 
this, we will describe all kinds of edges between two points. Note that an element of 
A (or B, C, . . . . Ui, K or one of the “constants” a, b, C, . . . , Uiy Ui) is also an element of the 
domain and then is concerned by formulas Y2, Y 3, Y4 as such an element. Let x, y be 
two elements of Dom such that R(x, y) holds. Concerning y we obtain exactly one of 
the following four cases: 
l If y is one of the “constants” ur, ur, ..,, a, b, c, then R(x, y) defines x as an 
element of one of the subsets U1 , VI, . ._, A,B, C, respectively (denoted def in 
Fig. 3). 
l If y E C, then R(x, y) is an edge of bijection involved by Y 1 (denoted bij in Fig. 3, e.g. 
if x E A then bij is the bijection A + C). 
l If y E (A u B), then R(x, y) means y is one of the two projections of x in A x B 
(denoted pr, or prz in Fig. 3) involved by Yyz A Y3. 
l If y E(U~ u 5) for a certain i, then R(x, y) means y is one of the two representatives 
projections of the image of x by fi in Ui x 6 (denoted f! off’ in Fig. 3) involved by 
YYa. 
Remark. The constants ul,ul, . . . . a, b, c, are also elements of Dom; then they are 
represented in A x B (arrows prl, prz in Fig. 1) and Ui x vi (arrows f{ in Fig. 1). Let us 
consider u1 . We can easily make a difference between the definition of the subset U1 
(edges of the form R(. , ul)) and the representation of u1 in a subset (edges of the form 
R(u,;)). Fig. 2 shows, as an example, all kinds of edges which are adjacent to the 
subset C. 
Let Rem denote Dom\ (U, , VI, . . . . A, B, C} (in particular, constants a, b, c, . . . . Uir Ui 
are in Rem). Fig. 3 describes the unique meaning of each arrow R(x, y) according to 
the respective sets (U,, V1, . . . , A, B, C) of its endpoints x and y. We will also distin- 
guish the case where y is one of the constants u,, vl, . . . . a, b,c. 
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to U,i 7 Vi ,A3 






1 def 1 
ldef 1 
Fig. 3. 
3.1.4. Cardinality conditions 
We explain here why we have considered only large enough n. 
l Conditions YI, !Pz, Yj (which express the existence of bijections or injections 
between some sets) imply m= IAl = IBI = ICI = lUi[ = lvil for i= l,...,k and 
m2 4 IDornl = n. 
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l On the other hand, Y,, A d(ui,ui, . . . . a, b, c) implies m x (2k + 3) + 2k + 3 < n. 
For example, those inequations are satisfied by m = r & 1 for any II 2 (2k + 4)2. 
3.1.5. Proof of Proposition 1.3 
Let 9 = (Dom,R) be a model of cp’. Then, there are ul,vI, . . . . a,b,cE9 and 
a functional structure 9 = (Dom, fi, . . . , fk ) on the same domain such that for 
i=l ,..., k and x,yEDom, 
Clearly, each fi is a well-defined function because (9, ul, . . . , b, c) + Y(R) implies 
(9, u 1, . . . , b, c) + Vx3!y( *i)(x, y). 9 satisfies cp because 9 + (p* and because of equiva- 
lence ( * ). 
Conversely, Let 9 = (Dom, fi, . . . , fk) be a structure of cardinality n such that 
n > hk = (2k + 4)2. Let r(9) = (Dom, R) be its associated igraph (cf. Section 3.1.1). 
By construction, there are ul, vl, . . ., a, b, c E r(9) such that (r(9), ul, . . . , b, c) k Y(R) 
and equivalence (*) holds. So if F + cp then ~(4”) + cp’. This completes the 
proof. 
As an immediate corollary of Proposition 1.3 (for the generalized spectra case), we 
obtain: 
Corollary 3.1. For all signature 9, 9uncP(9) G BINisb”(Y) c BIN’(Y). 
4. A converse result 
We have to prove the following proposition, which is easier than the previous one: 
Proposition 4.1. Let k be ajxed positive integer and let cp be a first-order sentence of 
type {R} where R is a binary relation symbol. Then there exists ajirst-order sentence 40” 
of type (h_f1,./2, . . ..f.> such that, for each positive integer n, cp has a model 
$9 = (Dom, R) of cardinality n and outdegree bounded by k (i.e. may be 0, 1, . . . . k) ifs q” 
has a model 9 = (Dom, fo, f, , f2, . . . ,fk ) of cardinality n. 
Proof. We divide our proof into two parts. Let k be a positive integer. 
Part 1. Assume cp is a first-order sentence of type {R}. Let us exhibit a first-order 
sentence rp’ of type {R’,Z}, where Z is a unary predicate symbol, such that for all 
positive integers n: 
there exist 3 = (Dom, R) of cardinality n which satisfies cp and 9’s outdegree is 
bounded by k (may be 0, 1, . . . . k) iff there exists 59’ = (Dom, R’, Z) of cardinality 
M which satisfies rp’ and each vertex of 9’ has an outdegree for R’ between 1 and k. 
Intuitively, Z is the subset containing all the elements x of Dom of outdegree zero. 
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We replace each atomic subformula of cp of the form R(x, y) with R’(x, y) A 1 Z(x). cp’ 
is the conjunction of the resulting formula and 
+tJx (Z(x) + R’b, Y)). 
Let B + q; we build Y’ to be a model of cp’ as follows: Edges of R’ are given by those 
of R, both with edges (x, y) where x is of outdegree 0 (for R) and y is some fixed 
element. Conversely, if Y’+ I$, then the structure Q such that “R(a,b) holds iff 
R’(a, b) A 1 Z(a)” is a model of cp (by construction of cp’) and if 9’ has an outdegree 
bounded by k then so does 9. 
Part 2. From now on we transform R’ and Z into unary functions. We only have to 
replace in q’ each subformula of the form R’(x, y) with fi(x) = y v ... v f,(x) = y 
where the fis’ are new unary function symbols and to replace each subformula Z(x) by 
the formula fO(x) = z which f0 is a unary function and z is a new variable. We denote 
by q”(z) the resulting formula. 
The idea is to “label” the (at most) k edges R’(x, yl), R’(x, y2), . . . , R’(x, yk) starting 
from any x by respective arrows fi : x I+ y,, . . . , fk : x b yk . The reader should be easily 
convinced that the following equivalence holds for IDornl 2 2: 
there exists 59’ = (Dom, R’,Z) which satisfies cp’ and where each vertex has an 
outdegree (for R’) between 1 and k iff there exists Y = (Dom, fO, fi, . . . , fk ) (on the 
same domain) which satisfies 3zcp”(z). 0 
We obtain as an easy consequence of Proposition 4.1 
Corollary 4.2. For all signature 9, BIN 1-bo(5) s 9%~ r(Y). 
Obviously, Corollaries 3.1 and 4.2 imply Theorem 1.1. 
Now, let us give an interesting corollary. Let S be a set of positive integers. As 
mentioned before, Grandjean [S, lo] shows that 
S E NTIME(ndlog n) =z- S E Sp(dt’) * S E NTIME(nd(logn)‘), 
where d 3 1 and n is the input integer. Let us suppose S c {l}* (each integer is 
identified to its unary notation), then: 
Corollary 4.3. For unary language, NTIME(n log n) E BIN’-b” s BIN ‘. 
Proof. NTIME (n logn) s Sp(ltJ, unary) (see [lo]) 
E BIN’ 0 
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All “natural” sets of integers eem to be in BIN’ because they seem to belong to the 
“large” class NTIME (nlogn) (recall that n is the input integer). In particular, this 
implies: 
Corollary 4.4. The set of primes and the set of perfect numbers are in BIN’. 
Notice that this corollary can also be proved using results of Woods [17]. Let P be 
a k-ary predicate (on integers). We say that P is rudimentary if it can be defined by 
a first-order sentence @ in a language containing only equality (x = y), addition 
(x + y = z) and multiplication (x . y = z) predicates and whose variables are bounded 
by the variables of P. For example, it is easy to see that the set of primes is a (unary) 
rudimentary predicate. 
In his thesis [ 171, Woods shows that every rudimentary set of positive integers is the 
spectrum of a sentence involving only one binary relation symbol (then, of course, 
Corollary 4.4 follows). Let RUD denote the class of rudimentary sets. Our opinion 
was that the following inclusions hold: 
RUDE %-uric? G BIN’. 
Recently, Olive [ 151 proved the first inclusion. 
As a consequence of Corollary 3.1 and of result in [lo] (which says that connected- 
ness and strong connectedness are expressible by sentences with only unary function 
symbols as extra predicates), we have: 
Corollary 4.5. Connectedness and strong connectedness are expressible by sentences 
with a single extra binary relation. 
This “contrasts” with the result by Fagin and De Rougemont (see [3, 4, 71) that 
connectedness is not definable by a monadic second-order sentence even in the 
presence of an underlying successor elation. 
5. Polynomial transformations of spectra 
This last section is devoted to the study of the image of polynomials of O[X] of 
certain classes of spectra. In particular, we will give a positive answer to the 
following question due to More [13, 141: Let P(X) E Q![X] asymptotically 
greater than X2 and RI, R2, . . . . R,, be binary relation symbols. Is the image by P(X) 
of the class of spectra of first-order formulas of type {RI, R2, . . . , R,,} included in the 
class of spectra of first-order formulas with only one binary relation symbol (i.e. in 
BIN’)? 
Our aim is to prove the following more general proposition (obviously, with the 
notations stated in the introduction, We1 2 E 9unc 2”) which improves previous re- 
sults in [S, 13, 141: 
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Proposition 5.1. Let P(X) E 62 [X] of degree m >, k and with a strictly positive domina- 
ting coefficient. Then, 
YE 934~~ =rP(s)l= {rqn)l, n ES} ~Funcy. 
From this proposition and Corollary 3.1, the following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 5.2. Let k be a positive integer. Let P(X) E Q[X J of degree m 2 k and with 
a strictly positive dominating coejticient. Then, 
SE Punt,” =qP(S)+ BIN’. 
In order to proceed, we will divide our proof into several easy lemmas. 
Lemma 5.3. If S E 9%x,” for a positive integer k, then Sk = {nk, n E S} E Func y. 
Proof. The idea is very simple. Each element z of the new domain of size nk will be 
represented bijectively by a tuple (x1,x2, . . . . xk) of elements of subset X is size n. 
Suppose we have a k-ary function J: In order to encode f (x1, x2, . . . , Xk) = y (Xi E X for 
i = 1, . . . . k), we introduce k + 1 new unary function symbols pl, p2, . . . , pk (the projec- 
tions of above-mentioned bijection) and fi (which intuitively represents f) such that 
there exists z satisfying 
iAr Pilz) = xi * .fiCz) = Y. 
More precisely, let cp be a first-order formula of type containing only k-ary function 
symbols: f ‘,f2, . . ..fh. Let Y be a type consisting only in 
- k+hunaryfunctionsymbolsp,,p, ,..., pk,ff,fI ,..., f:, 
~ one unary relation symbol X. 
We write now two formulas Y and (pA of type Y. 
Y: VZ /2, X(pi(Z)) A 
i=l 
VzVZ’ [ ( ~ pi(Z) = pi) --* Z = Z~] A 
i=l 
‘p’ is obtained from q by replacing each 3x with (3xX(x)), each Vx with (VxX(x)) 
and each occurence of f j(xl, x2 ,...yXk)= J’ With 3Z/\f=,pi(Z)= Xi A f{(Z)=y. 
Then, clearly, Sag = Sp(Y A qf’). 0 
We will now state and prove a claim which will be very useful in what follows. 
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Claim 1. Let b E Z. Let X, U, V be three unary predicate symbols and fU,gx be 
two unary function symbols. There exist a jirst-order formula cp of type 
y = {X, u, V, f”,SX) such that, for all structures 9, 
where, e.g. U” denotes the interpretation of U in 9. 
Proof. Let fU, gx be two unary function symbols. 
First we consider the case b B 0. cp asserts: There exist b elements vl, u2, . . . , ub such 
that 
(f”,gx): v\{U1~U2v-~“b~+ uxx 
is a bijection; 
‘?: (301 v(~1))..-(3ubv~~b)) /j Ui # Vj A 
I<i-cj<b 
( 
vu V(v) A , <b b” + uj) u(fU(“)) A x(C7X(v)) * 
. . 
( 
VU’ V(V’) A A 0’ # Vj A V’ # U 1 [ fU(V’) = f”(U) A gX(U’) = 9X(U)] A 
I<i<b ) 
(VXX(X))(VUU(U))(3V” V(0”) A i 0” # Vi) fU(V”) = U A gX(U”) = X. 
i=l 
Now, ifb < 0, then cp states: There exists lb1 pairs (ul,xl), (4,x2), . . ..(U1.XIbI) of 
U x X such that 
(f”,gX): v+ (u xx)\{(~l~x,),(~,~X2), *-,(~,,X,b,,} 
is a bijection; 
q: (~~l~(~l))(~Xl~(Xl))-(~X,b,X(X,b,)) A Xi #Xj A 
I<i<,</bl 
WV V(v)) U(f”(U)) * Xkx(U)) A 
1 (f”(U) = Ul A Sx(V) = Xl) A “’ A l(fU(V) = ul A gX@) = X,b,) A 
(VU’(V(U’) A u’ # V) 1 Cf”(U’) =fv(U) A 9x(V’) = SXWI * 
(vxx(x))(vuu(u)) ( u = Ul A b x x, v v = .) i=l 
(3v” V(v”) A f”(V”) = u A gx(v”) = x). 0 
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Lemma 5.4. Let P(X) = u,Xm + a,- IXmml + ... + arX + QEZ[X] with m 2 k 
and a,,, B 2. Then, 
Proof. We denote by cp a first-order sentence of type ( f ‘, f2, . . . , f”} where 
f’,f2, . ..Jh are k-ary function symbols. As usual, we will give a sentence cp’ unary 
type such that: 
cphasamode1.%k=(Dom,,f1,f2 ,..., f”) iff cp’ has a mode1 9r of unary type and 
of domain Dam, with IDom,l = P(IDomkJ). 
First, we show how to force the cardinality of the new structure to be P(n), where 
n is the original size of the domain: 
P(X) = a,xm + am_rXm~l + ... + a,X + a0 
= a, + X(ar + X(*.. + X(a,_r + a,X))..*), a, 3 2. 
We introduce m + 1 new unary relation symbols X, Uo, . . . , U,_ 1. According to the 
claim we can express the following conditions for a formula using only unary function 
symbols: 
lUol=4n>L 
/UI/ = 4-l + /uo/ X/X/> 
IUrn-II = Ql + l~m-2lxlxl~ 
IDom,l= a0 + IU,,-11 x/XI. 
We denote such a formula by @. It is easily shown that 
l</U,I~IU,ld ... < IU,,-11 d IDomlI, 
for 1x1 3 IIlaX(lail, Ui < 0) 
Now, notice that P(X) is asymptotically greater that Xk (m > k, a, 2 2). Then, for 
a sufficiently large n, we can encode each k-ary function on Domk by unary functions 
on a subset V of Dam, of size nk. It is described by the following Y and cp’ which are 
almost the same as those in Lemma 5.3. This time, we introduce k + h new unary 
function symbols p1 , . . . , pk, f :, . . . , f: and one unary relation symbol X: 
y: (vu v(r)) ;1 x(Pi(0)) 
i=l 
(Vu V(0)) (VU V(u’)) [ ( /i pi(U) = pi(U’)) + U = U’] A 
i=l 
(Vx,X(x~))(vX2X(X2))...(vXkX(Xk))(3un V(U”)) i\ pi(U”) = xiv 
i=l 
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(pA is obtained from cp by replacing each 3x with (3xX(x)), each Vx with (3xX(x)) 
and each occurence of fi(xi , x2, . . . ,xk) = y with(3vV(o))~~=,pi(v) = Xi Am{ = y. 
cp' = @ A Y A 'p' is the expected formula. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let P(X) E Cl! [Xl, 
P(X) = Fxm + f+--l + . . . 
m m 1 
+?x+F, 
1 0 
whereaifiZ,biENifori=O,... ,m) and am/b, > 0. Let b = 2lcm(b,, . . . . b,). Then, 
ba _1 
bP(X)=pX”++ xm-’ + 
m m 1 
According to Lemma 5.4, if SE Sp,(k-ary) then bP(S) E Sp,(unary) (m > k and 
ba Jb,,, 2 2. Let us denote Ai = {n: bn - in bP(S)}. The reader should be easily 
convinced that, for i = 0, . . ., b - 1, bP(S) E Spr(unary) implies Ai E Sp,(unary) and 
because of 
A,uA,u...u Ab_l = 
we have the expected conclusion: 
SEFuncp =qP(s)lduncp. Cl 
Remark. In the previous lemmas, the use of “ml” is not essential at all. Another kind 
of approximation like “Ln]” (the last integer before n) may be used too. 
6. Conclusion 
By an extension of the method of this paper, we soon hope to give the same kind of 
result where instead of a simple binary relation we consider a more restricted one as 
a symmetric binary relation or a partial ordering. 
In [6], Fagin asks the problem of the existence of spectra (resp. generalized spectra 
about graphs) which are not in BIN’ (resp. in BINi((R Usually, logical undefina- 
bility results (in a given language) concern natural problems (about graphs, words, 
numbers). But, for all we know, most of natural problems about graphs (resp. words, 
numbers) are either in BIN’({R}) or in FuncT( {R}) (which, according to this paper, 
is also in BIN ’ ( {R})). C onsequently, apositive answer to the above question seems to 
lie in the construction of artificial problems. This explains, in some way, why such 
a positive answer seems to be very hard to justify. 
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